The high number of infected and deceased patients during the global pandemic of the novel RNA betacoronavirus, also called SARS-CoV-2, is driving great efforts in clinical and basic research \[[@ref1]\]. Since the discovery of SARS-CoV-2 at the end of 2019, several studies of the epidemiology, risk factors, clinical findings, therapy and virological features of this infection have become available and are totally free to clinicians via a PubMed search \[[@ref1],[@ref2]\].

In the great Italian epidemic area, the fight against this infection is showing the first signs of improvement due to the rapid spread of knowledge and the more severe social restrictions adopted. During the first days of April 2020, a better understanding of the mechanisms of diffusion and pathogenesis of SARS-CoV-2 infection led to a decrease in newly infected subjects and in patients' hospitalization, in both regular wards and ICU recovery, and a progressive flattening in the daily number of deaths \[[@ref3]\]. However COVID-19 is a totally new pathological entity and many gray areas regarding associated diseases still need to be elucidated. In particular, several risk factors that are involved in acquiring the infection and that affect the clinical course and severity of COVID-19-related diseases have been identified ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), but conclusive data are still lacking \[[@ref2],[@ref4]\].
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There is growing evidence, recently summarized in a systematic review \[[@ref5]\], that cardiovascular diseases, particularly arterial hypertension, diabetes and advanced age are the major negative prognostic factors for both contagion and disease severity \[[@ref5]\]. Similarly, chronic pneumopathy, chronic kidney diseases, immunosuppression, and oncological conditions were found to be highly prevalent in COVID-19 patients, especially in those who progress to SARS and require intensive care \[[@ref4]-[@ref6]\].

In contrast, there remain very few published reports about SARS-CoV-2 infection in the setting of chronic gastrointestinal (GI) disorders ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). A retrospective analysis of data from 1590 hospitalized COVID-19 patients in epicentral and non-epicentral areas of China did not show a high prevalence of preexistent chronic GI comorbidities in these patients \[[@ref7]\]. Preliminary data from the USA's Centers for Disease Control and Prevention regarding 7162 COVID-19 patients demonstrated a negligible (32 cases; 0.45%) prevalence of underlying GI diseases \[[@ref8]\]. Current epidemiological data from deceased patients in Italy also did not report a significant rate of GI comorbidity in these patients \[[@ref3]\]. However, data from a multicenter Chinese study found that GI diseases were the third most common comorbidity, being present in 3.75% of 80 hospitalized COVID-19 patients \[[@ref9]\]. A higher rate (11%) of preexistent GI disorders was also reported for 99 COVID-19 patients in Wuhan \[[@ref10]\]. Unfortunately, neither of these studies specified which conditions were reported as chronic GI disorders. Only one study specifically described a 5% rate of chronic gastritis and gastric ulcer in 140 COVID-19 patients in Wuhan \[[@ref11]\]. Moreover, none of the abovementioned studies evaluated a possible correlation between these comorbidities and the course of COVID-19-related diseases.
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As far as inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is concerned, there are no data to suggest a higher risk of SARS-CoV-2 infection or a higher severity of related diseases in these patients, compared to the general population. To date, only one of the IBD patients in the 7 largest IBD referral centers of China has tested positive for COVID-19 \[[@ref12],[@ref13]\]. Current data from the SECURE IBD database show that worldwide barely 700 cases of around 2,400,000 identified COVID-19 patients had underlying IBD \[[@ref13]\].

Notably, *in vitro* studies suggest that a soluble form of angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) 2, over-expressed in both inflamed intestine and blood of IBD patients, may be a competitive ligand for SARS-CoV-2, reducing full-length virus binding to cell surface and possibly limiting infection spread in these subjects \[[@ref14]\]. However, a fatal case of COVID-19 pneumonia has recently been reported in an 80-year-old Italian female patient, admitted during recovery from left-side ulcerative colitis reactivation treated with systemic steroid therapy \[[@ref15]\]. World Health Organization recommendations discourage steroid use in COVID-19, because of the risk of viral spreading, but rapid steroid tapering or discontinuation is notoriously dangerous in IBD patients with active, severe disease. Therefore, in the absence of clear SARS-CoV-2 infection symptoms, it is reasonable to maintain the scheduled steroid treatment until its ending \[[@ref12],[@ref16]\].

With regard to pediatric IBD patients, only 8 children have had COVID-19 globally, all with mild infection and no need for hospitalization, despite therapy with immunomodulators and/or biologics. No cases have been reported in China and South Korea, but in 79 pediatric patients biological treatment was preventively delayed, and 17 (22%) of them showed IBD reactivation \[[@ref17]\]. At present, there is no evidence that would justify stopping biological and immunosuppressive treatments in epidemic areas, taking into account the high risk of IBD reactivation and hospitalization, especially in a pediatric setting. However, starting a new treatment with these drugs is not recommended in epidemic areas \[[@ref12]\]. Based on these considerations, accurate surveillance is required in IBD patients receiving steroid, immunosuppressive or biological therapy, including strict social isolation \[[@ref12],[@ref16]\]. As suggested by Chinese and European IBD associations, patients need to be remotely managed with telephone contacts and minimal access to the hospital structure, whenever possible \[[@ref12],[@ref18]\].

Regarding the liver, it has been observed that chronic liver diseases (cirrhosis, nonalcoholic fatty liver disease, etc.) were present in 2-11% of patients with COVID-19. On the other hand, alteration of liver enzymes, albumin reduction and increased bilirubin may occur in as many as 14-53% of patients, more frequently in the severe form of the disease. Therefore, liver function should be properly monitored during the disease so as to promptly detect any worsening. It is unclear whether the alterations of liver function depend on the viral infection or the hepatotoxicity of drugs used \[[@ref19]\].

Mild acute pancreatitis was reported in 17% of 52 patients during COVID-19 pneumonia, and it was supposed that high ACE2 expression in pancreatic β-cells may be a possible viral target \[[@ref20],[@ref21]\]. β-cell injury causes an alteration of glycemic control and a worsening of preexisting diabetes in these patients. It is thus conceivable that patients affected by underlying chronic pancreatitis may have a more severe course regarding these COVID-19-related complications during the infection. Therefore, patients with chronic pancreatitis should be appropriately informed by clinicians about this risk.

At present, no data are available on SARS-CoV-2 infection in patients with celiac disease or other chronic GI diseases.

In conclusion, during the new COVID-19 pandemic emergency, the efforts of gastroenterologists should be aimed towards a better understanding of COVID-19-related diseases in the setting of chronic GI disorders. More specifically, prospective studies to analyze the risk of the infection and its possible course in patients with IBD, pancreatitis and liver diseases are needed in order to improve care for these patients.
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